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KKKKK-13 T-13 T-13 T-13 T-13 Tananananan
60,000 Square Feet60,000 Square Feet60,000 Square Feet60,000 Square Feet60,000 Square Feet
1” Thickness1” Thickness1” Thickness1” Thickness1” Thickness

Completed in under 10 days!  With a full eventCompleted in under 10 days!  With a full eventCompleted in under 10 days!  With a full eventCompleted in under 10 days!  With a full eventCompleted in under 10 days!  With a full event
schedule, including basketball and concerts,schedule, including basketball and concerts,schedule, including basketball and concerts,schedule, including basketball and concerts,schedule, including basketball and concerts,
improving the acoustics had to be done betweenimproving the acoustics had to be done betweenimproving the acoustics had to be done betweenimproving the acoustics had to be done betweenimproving the acoustics had to be done between
bookings.  Over the past several years, Villanovabookings.  Over the past several years, Villanovabookings.  Over the past several years, Villanovabookings.  Over the past several years, Villanovabookings.  Over the past several years, Villanova
University realized they were losing revenues dueUniversity realized they were losing revenues dueUniversity realized they were losing revenues dueUniversity realized they were losing revenues dueUniversity realized they were losing revenues due
to poor acoustics in their pavilion when it came toto poor acoustics in their pavilion when it came toto poor acoustics in their pavilion when it came toto poor acoustics in their pavilion when it came toto poor acoustics in their pavilion when it came to
musical shows.  The application of 1” Kmusical shows.  The application of 1” Kmusical shows.  The application of 1” Kmusical shows.  The application of 1” Kmusical shows.  The application of 1” K-13 T-13 T-13 T-13 T-13 Tananananan
provided a Noise Reduction Coefficient of .75 andprovided a Noise Reduction Coefficient of .75 andprovided a Noise Reduction Coefficient of .75 andprovided a Noise Reduction Coefficient of .75 andprovided a Noise Reduction Coefficient of .75 and
drastically reduced the reverberation. For moredrastically reduced the reverberation. For moredrastically reduced the reverberation. For moredrastically reduced the reverberation. For moredrastically reduced the reverberation. For more
information regarding Kinformation regarding Kinformation regarding Kinformation regarding Kinformation regarding K-13 call 508-678-1118 or visit-13 call 508-678-1118 or visit-13 call 508-678-1118 or visit-13 call 508-678-1118 or visit-13 call 508-678-1118 or visit
our web site @ wwwour web site @ wwwour web site @ wwwour web site @ wwwour web site @ www.atiincorporated.com.atiincorporated.com.atiincorporated.com.atiincorporated.com.atiincorporated.com
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